
Worksheet 2 - Introduction to LaTex

LaTex is a document preparation system invented by mathematician and computer sci-
entist Donald Knuth (inventor of Tex 1978) and Leslie Lamport (inventor of LaTex 1986).
It is significantly different from Microsoft Word and similar word processing programs. A
LaTex document starts as a file which looks like a program: a text document made up of
a sequence of commands which tell LaTex how to format and arrange your document. It is
then compiled (similarly to how C++ programs must be compiled); and a .pdf, .ps, or
.dvi file is created.

LaTex has some significant advantages over Microsoft Word:

• LaTex was first and foremost invented with the goal of integrating the typesetting
of mathematical expressions from the beginning. They do not appear in menus, but
rather entered as commands.
• LaTex also easily integrates characters from other alphabets, most notably Greek

and Hebrew, but also Japanese, Chinese and Russian. Again it does so without the
use of menus but rather through commands.
• Every option in LaTex is entered with a command. This makes for a much faster

method of user input than using menu systems.
• The user has control over almost all aspects of the program and the look and feel of

the final document. Important measurements such as paper size may be pulled from
the compiling computer, but even these can be overrode.
• A LaTex file, compiled on any computer will result in a document that is identical

(with a few exceptions coming from system variables like Time/Date and Paper Size).
• A LaTex file is a plain text document ending with .tex. As such it will always be

readable, and in the case of corruption it is still possible to recover useful parts. It
is also as a text file, significantly smaller in size than the pdf document it creates.
• A LaTex file written in 1986 will still compile today.
• LaTex is now accepted as the de facto standard for publishing in the mathematics

world and is accepted by publishing companies and websites like Arxiv.

There are two big drawbacks:

• It takes experience to be good at it.
• The Compile feature means that you cannot immediately see how what you are typing

will appear.

In my opinion both of these drawbacks disappear with experience; once you have used the
program for a significant amount of time, you will find it not difficult to turn expressions
into LaTex and to turn LaTex back into expressions.

Some suggestions before we begin:

• Everything you learned about programing in C++ is applicable to using LaTex:
– save frequently and keep backups.
– keep a working program with your standard header material to start from.
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– break complicated parts into subroutines.
– Make use of comments (the % symbol designates everything following it on that

line as a comment)
– Debugging is possibly the most frustrating step, again make use of comments to

isolate the part of the code causing a problem.
– You can’t ask a question that someone else hasn’t asked already; search on the

internet, the answers are there (though they may be in German or Spanish).
• I suggest making use of a program like Dropbox for syncing your files between multiple

computers. You can use USB sticks very well, but if you are like me, you loose one
a month.
• You should experiment with different editors to see what works best for you. On a

linux machine I typically use the stock gnome editor gedit though many people use
emacs. On a mac I use TexShop which works very well.
• Please don’t use it today, I want you to get some experience using the commands

themselves, however you should check out the program Lyx at some point. This turns
LaTex into a What You See Is What You Mean (WYSIWYM) system (which is also
what we would call Word and its equation editor). Some people value it highly, others
like me find it removes many of the speed benefits of using LaTex, replacing them
with menus.

1. Open a new file in a LaTex integrated text editor. Every LaTex document starts with a
preamble or header; which just like a C++ program identifies the packages the compiler
will need to load, sets some global variables, and defines subroutines.

Start your preamble with:

\documentclass[12pt]{article}

For now the next line in your preamble should be declaring the environment for the
text of the document:

\begin{document}

Environments in LaTex are parts of the document enclosed between a begin and end

command. The structure of the environment is applied to everything appearing between
these two commands.

Add some text (a short paragraph). And then close the environment with

\end{document}

2. Create a simple document with a single paragraph (write anything).

3. There are two (well two basic) ways to input mathematics expressions so called in-line (as
part of the text) and then offset as an environment. Inline expressions are input enclosed
within $ signs. While offset are called by the equation environment, double $ signs, or
even \[ and \] symbols.
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Input the mathematical expressions in your document; experiment with in-line and
equation environment to see the differences.

(a) y =
3x

8

(b) y =
√

3x+ 2

(c) y = 4x2 + 3x− 5

(d) y = (x− 9)

(
x+

2

3

)
(e)

0 = (x− 9)(3x+ 2)

implies that (x− 9) = 0 or (3x+ 2) = 0

(f) C = 2πr and c = rθ

(g) x =
±
√

25

4

(h) x = −4±
√
−4− 4(8)(2)

(i) x 6= 52 ±
√

52 − 2(3)(−4)2(3)

(j)

tan(Ψ) cot(Ψ) =
sin(Ψ)

cos(Ψ)
· cos(Ψ)

sin(Ψ)

= 1

(k) i = eπi

(l) Q ⊂ R ⊂ C

4. Equation Numbers: How do you turn the equation numbering of the mathematics
environment off?

5. Equation Numbers: Change the equation numbering to just be sequential.

6. Equation Numbers: Write a sentence that references one of your numbered equations.

7. Itemize and Enumerate: Use the itemize environment to make a list of the mathematics
courses you have taken; next an itemize environment with one of the courses to add some
topics covered in that course.

8. Itemize and Enumerate: Change your itemize environment to an enumerate environ-
ment.
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9. Vertical Space: Suppose you want to add some space between the courses in your list.
How would you do it?

10. Horizontal Position: Center a paragraph.

11. Formatting Text: As much as LaTex is great at writing mathematics, it is also really
fantastic at writing regular text. Find a method to do the following:
(a) Change a word to boldface.

(b) Increase and decrease the font size of a word.

(c) Change a word to italics.

(d) Type an email address or a webpage link in Courier or True Type Font

12. Titles and Sections: Add title, author, date and section labels to your document.

13. Using Pakcages: Packages are similar to libraries for C++. They contain new com-
mands to enhance or change commands in LaTex. They are included using \usepackage

in the preamble. Discover methods for doing the following:
(a) I don’t like the default numbering scheme of the enumerate environment. Find a way

to change it.

(b) Find a way to include an actual hyperlink to a website in your document.

(c) Packages not installed in the default installation present a bigger challenge. One can
do it the ugly way, and just include them in the same directory, but a more sophis-
ticated solution involves placing them in an appropriate subdirectory of your LaTex
installation. When using an installation using TexLive it is almost never necessary to
do such things.

14. Bibliography: Add a citation to your document; with the reference in the bibliography.

15. Theorem/Definition/Proof Environments: Experiment with these environments.

16. We will Continue with LaTex on Thursday. Your homework for this week, due
next week is to type up nicely a statement and proof of your favorite theorem.
Include at least one citation.

The best way to get good at LaTex quickly is to use it. I encourage you to
consider using it to typeset your homework for your mathematics and science
classes. You will quickly find yourself able to think in LaTex.


